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PICKLANDS MATHER 4 CO. 

700 Sellwood Building 

DULUTH 2, MINNESOTA

September 2J, 1952

Mr. M.W. Bartley
Dominion Bank Building

Port Arthur, Ontario 
Canada

Dear Sir:

In line with our telephone conversation, I 
am sending you herewith copy of a memorandum prepard by 
Mr. Scofield, dated September 19th , and subsequent to his 
discussion with you in regard to the Gunflint situation.

Yours very truly,

Assistant Manager

JOMiP 
Encl.



To: J. C. Metcalf September 19, 1952

GUNFLINT SITUATION

At Gunflint, as you know, the ground mapping and superdip work 
have been completed, and further action now hinges on a decision to go 
ahead with the preliminary drilling. You will recall that we talked about 
this on Tueeday and that everyone here was fully agreed that we should do 
the work, Mr. Prescott wanted to discuss the matter with Mr. Chisholm 
in Cleveland yesterday, and was to have let me know the outcome. He did 
not call, and I have been unable to contact him today. Since I will be 
away for the coming week, I am dictating this memorandum ae a means of 
bringing you up to-date on developments and so that you may follow up the 
situation with Mr. Chisholmand Mr. Prescott and arrive at some conclusion 
without the delay incident to awaiting my return.

Dr. Bartley is in the office today and he has presented the matter 
of assessment work in a somewhat different light than any heretofor apparent. 
As you know, we believed that the airborne geophysical survey could be 
credited against this year's assessment at the rate of 20 man-days per line 
mile over the claims. This would result in a credit of 5 man-days per claim 
against the annual requirement of 4o days. Also, for every man-day actually 
put in on the job.

Dr. Bartley believes that by presenting the matter to the Minister 
of Mines in person, he would have a fair chance of securing the full 20-day 
credit for every line mile flown during the survey and not just the miles 
flown over our particular claims. Since there were almost 700 miles actually 
flown, this credit, if secured, would amount to almost 14,000 man-days.

AB to the credit for ground work, according to the Mining Act, the 
quadruple credit is not obtainable unless maps are prepared on comparatively 
largo scales (l n s 400 1 ). This,of course, has not been done during the present 
survey because of the size of the area and the scarcity of mappable features. 
However, it is possible that in R personal presentation to the Minister, we 
may get across the point that, after all, this is a large project, and the 
quality of mapping conforms with the areal requirements, and thereby obtain 
the quadruple credit. Since, the ground party pufc in approximately 500 man-days 
of actual work, the quadruple credit would give us 2,000 man-days to be applied 
against this year's assessment requirements.

Furthermore, since the surface geology has been mapped, it appears 
that there are some 96 claims which overlie footwall granite, either entirely or 
in large part. The claims which do extend out on to the iron formation on one 
corner only cover the formation where it is very thin, and have no particular 
value since the probability is very strong that the depth of formation would not 
be sufficient to justify a pit. Of the 9o, some consist of small isolated 
outlying groups which Johnson staked in the surveyed area east of Whitefish 
Lake. These could not stand alone because of their limited |rea and would 
cost considerable in assessment work since they could not be grouped with other 
claims, not being contiguous. If these 96 claims were dropped from the total 
of 596, there would remain 500 claims, on which the annual assessment requirement 
would amount to 20,000 man-days, or their equivalent.
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GUNFLINT IRON MINES LIMITED, 

Suite 608 - 11 King Street West, Toronto

May 25, 194? 
(dictated May 22)

Messrs. McKay b McKay, 
Barrister fe Solicitors, 
408 Public Utilities Building, 
PORT ARTHUR? Ontario.

Gentlemont

Dr. J. F. Wright, who was out of this city for several 

weeks until a few days ago, has passed your letter of May 11, add 

ressed to him at Shebandowan, over to the writer to answer.

Gunflint Iron Mines Limited holds twenty-six claims in the 

White Fish Lake area, Port Arthur Mining Division, on which the 

company did some preliminary drilling in lie 19^5 and early 19^4, 

the results of which were described briefly in a Progress Report as 

followst 

"IRON AT THE GUNFLINT RANGE

On the Gunflint Iron Range property drillings of the Upper 

Formation indicated a deposit of taconite iron formation carrying 

an average of 28 to 55# iron, 50 to 60 feet thick, and JOO to 400 

feet wide, and determined it for a length of 5,000 feet along the 

strike. Ten holes were drilled for a total of 2,975 fee^ 8Lnd * while 

this number of holes did not provide sufficiently close spacing to 

tell precisely the grade and tonnage over such a large area, they 

did indicate the possibility of a large tonnage of the grade referred 

to*
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Other drilling, of the iron beds of the Lower Formation, 

proved beds up to l|- feet thick carrying 50 to 60fc hematite iron 

with indications of important structure with further development.

The Gunflint Iron Range is an extension into Canada of 

the Iron Range which carries the famous Kesabi Iron Mines of 

Minnesota and it is believed that exploration in Canada on the 

Gunflint range may locate comparable deposits, and to carry through 

and prove this theory, further exploration and drilling will be 

neeeesary."

We would consider selling our claims, and accepting a 

reasonable offer accordingly, and would be very glad to hear from 

you on the subject and to give you further information if you desire 

it.

Yours very truly, 

GUNFLINT IRON MINESJ LIMITED

H.M. Prittia 

Secretary-Treasurer.
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Suite 412 

ELEVEN KING STREET WEST 

TelephAne Elgin 9559

MEMORANDUM TO McKay 4 McKay,
Barristers,
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.

REi Sunflint Iron Mines Limited

Gunflint Iron Mines Limited holds two properties, one of 21

mineral claims, NOB. 29479-89 incl., and 29807-16 inelusive, located
(fru*J*U* t*b.*i 

just north and east of Round or Basin Lake in the Whitefish Lake area,

in the Gunflint Rangej and the second of JO claims, NOB. 29975-29990
iX j/ t/ /i/ 

inclusive, 50054-56 incl., 50079 to 50080 incl., 50176,50178 and

50105 to 50111 inclusive, on the Matawin Iron Range just west of Laurier 

Township, in the Shebandowan area west of Port Arthur*

Some surface exploration and diamond drilling were done on both 

these properties during 1945 under my supervision. The best description 

of the geolpgy of the Gunflint formations is by J. E. Gill, "Gunflint 

Iron-bearing Formations", Geol. Surv., Canada, Sum. Report, 1924, Part c, 

pp 280-1250. On the Gunflint Range, 8 vertical holes were completed to 

section the iron bearing zone. The core recovery was not good in the 

soft iron beds. The iron beds tested are from 225-250 feet below the 

surface. The gravel and aand deposits are from 90 to 254 feet thick. 

Beds one foot thick of soft hematite assay 52 per cent iron and 5 to 8 

per cent silica. The assays of the core in 5 foot lengths of a thickness 

of 41 feet, the average of the iron zone cut, are from 20.9 to 50*6 per 

cent iron. This iron formation zone is 250 feet a bove the base of the 

Gunflint beds, which are on granite in this area at a depth of 5^0 to 575
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feet below the survace. The beds dip gently, J to 5 degrees, with 

evidence of email displacement by faulting.

On the property along the Matawin Range, only limited work on 

the iron beds was done, the chief exploration here was for gold. The 

geology of this area is shown on Map 55^A* Geol. Survey, Canada, 19J8, 

Shebandowan area. No recent geological report of the area has been 

published. On the property the bed rock is chiefly sediments, arkose, 

greywacke and slate with slaty magnetite beds. The main Matawin Iron 

Range crosses the property from ^aet to west forming a high ridge for 

part of its length.

In diamond drilling drift areas along the margin of this ridge 

for possible gold structures, beds carrying up to 50 per cent iron were 

cut across widths of 20 feet. These iron beds are interlayered with 

arkose sediments. The silica content is from 10 to 24 per cent. The 

main chance for iron appears to be in the wide magnetic belt forming 

high ground. A large tonnage of this black fine-grained magnetite and 

slate could be mined by open pit at a low cost per ton if this type of 

material could be concentrated cheaply enough to compete with other ores. 

The iron content of strip samples is from 16 to jA per cent* Ho work has 

been done on this deposit to determine the average grade, or if large 

bodies average over JO per cent iron.

Gunflint Iron Mines would be pleased to option either property 

so that a detailed study of the ground can be made at your convenience, 

and also would give an exploration option for a year or more with 

reasonable payment for the property if the parties become interested 

after their investigation. The matawin magnetite zone may be of 

commercial interest, and parts of it are well exposed en high ground 

or arc covered by only thin drift deposits, so that the possibilities
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can be indicated by trenching and without heavy expenditures.

Trust this brief account gives you the information you wish.

Respectfully submitted,

J. F. Wright, 
Consulting Geologist.
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GUNFLINT SITUATION

It therefore appears that if the enlarged credits can be sec 
ured through application to the Minister, we might only need 4,000 feet of 
drilling (at a credit of l man-day per foot) in order to complete the 
first year's assessment work requirements. Since the program of prelimin 
ary drilling which we contemplate would amount to a drilling footage bet 
ween 2,000 and J,000 feet, there would remain very little drilling to do 
to fully complete requirements. Dr. Bartley has talked to Boyles Brothers 
and they now have one drill rig available and will shortly have another. 
They have drilled in this area before and have indicated that the cost 
ought to be about #3.50 Per foo't and expressed willingness to contract 
the work at a fixed price whose exact level would depend upon the sixe of 
the program, locations, length of moves, and distance to water. At such 
a footage cost, the preliminary program would cost#7*000 to 010,500, and 
the total amount of drilling needed to complete this year's assessment 
requirements would cost 014,000, including the planned preliminary program.

This puts a somewhat different complexion on the whole problem. 
We had believed that if we retained any of the claims we would retain most 
of the 596 which Johnson has staked. These would require roughly 24,000 
man-days work per year. If we could only get credit for the line miles 
actually flown over the claims, that credit ir/ould amount to 5 times 600, 
or 3,000 man-days. Adding the 2,000 man-days of quadruple credit for 
ground work would only give us a total credit of 5,000 man-days .against the 
24,000 required, leaving 19,000 man-days to be accumulated by drilling at 
the rate ofone day per foot. The new picture Dr. Bartley has presented is 
decidedly more favorable ae by preforming a relatively small amount of 
additional work in the form of drilling, we can maintain title to the claims 
until the second anniversary of the staking dates. This would give us the 
entire season of 1953 ^n which to consider this whole matter at leisure, 
and in considerably more detail then would otherwise he possible. Inas 
much as we do not yet know what the outcome of Mr. DeVeney's work on elim 
ination of silicates may show, we cannot say now that we will not need 
and want this extra time.

In order to get the most credit for the drilling, it must be so 
located that each hole will satisfy the assessment requirements on the group 
of claims xh within which it is drilled. Claims can be grouped by 9*8 with 
out any legal formality. It is within the discretion of the Minister to 
grant the right to group the claims by 18's but this right does not necess 
arily have to be granted. If granted, the grouping into groups of 10 claims 
must be granted by the Minister prior to the start of the drilling. It will 
therefore be necessary to approach the Minister in the near future to secure 
his consent, if he will consent, to the 18-claim grouping. Mr. Prescott 
expressed the belief that we should only approach the Minister once and ask 
for everything we are going to ask for at that tine. It would appear, there 
fore, that we should ask for the full credit for all the line miles of flying, 
the tfadruple credit for the ground work and credit for test work at the Erie 
Laboratory. If these credits are granted as we request, the amount of drilling 
left to complete the assessment work requirements is little enough so that
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GUNFLINT SITUATION

we would probably accomplish it all with a few drills before the freeze 
up. It therefore appears that we should arrange to approach the Minister 
as soon ae possible. Dr. Bartley believes that if he were to discuss the 
matter informally ahead of time with the Minister or the Deputy, there 
would be a better chance of securing concessions when formal application 
was made by a larger group than if the petition were to be presented out 
of a clear sky by the larger group when it met with the Minister.

Mr. Prescott was to let us know what decision our Cleveland 
people and their associates would make on the performance of the so-called 
preliminary drilling. I believe that the new picture of the requirements, 
which it may be necessary to preform if all our requests to the Minister are 
granted, may influence this decision. On the basis we can perform all of the 
necessary work by the expenditure of not to exceed 420,000 more, including 
the cost of drilling, of drilling supervision^ and of freight and teat work 
on samples. Since we have not spent in excess of 42J,000 or 52A,000 to date, 
the total cost of maintaining title for a 2-year period will not exceed the 
045,000 that was mentioned by Mr. Chisholm to our Cleveland people as the 
probably minimum expenditure* Will you please present this matter to 
Mr. Chisholm and follow it up as indicated. So far as Dr. Bartley knows, he 
will be in Port Arthur all of next week after Monday. If it appears des 
irable to initiate proceedings with the Minister, you can contact him there.

To facilitate a quick understanding by all of our people of this 
situation, I am sending a copy of this memo to Mr* Prescott.

L.M. SCOFIELD

LMStdk

Dictated, but not read.
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BOYLES BROS. DRILLING (EASTERN) LTD. 
Diamond Drilling Contractors 

And Distributors

142 N. Cumberland St., 
Port Arthur, Ont., 
September 29/52

Proposed P, M. Job 
(2,000 feet)
Setting up camps and move out and in to Port Arthur 500.00 
Transportation to and from job re moves 250, 00

Total 750.00
Fixed Costs per .footer. .40- 2000feet. 
Loss on cook house ' * .25 
Labour 1.25 
Rent on cook house .10 
Supplies (parts) .40 
Gas oil etc. .15 
Carbon and setting charges 1.10 
Fuel for coil stoves .05 
Service trips .03 
Admin and depreciation .10

5.85 
105J profit .38 4.21

2000 feet 4.20
4000 feet 4.00
Water over 1500 feet; company to pay extra costs.
Moves at cost plus an equipment rental of #2.00 per hr. less 0100.00.
Cementing and casing at cost plus equipment rental.
Overburden; cost plus equipment rental over JOfeet or less than 45 feet.
Equipment rental to be 02.00 per hour, but not to exceed 24 hours in any
one day. This equipment rental to cover loss on cookhouse, depreciation,
administration, profit, repairs and maintenance of all equipment above the
ground. Casing or corebarrels etc. used in connection with cost plus
work to be paid for by the Mining Co.

If a tractor is used when on cost plus work, it shall be charged for at the 
rate of 04.50 per hour for the actual time the tractor is in operation.

If the truck is used on cost plus work the charge to be at 02.50 per hour. 
Repairs, gasoline and oil shall be supplied by "the contractor.
H

A core boxes can be supplied for 01.85 per box. Each box will hold 20ft. 
as boxes, or 40 feet ae trays. We will supply two BBS-2 machines and necess 
ary equipment . If the Mining Co. wishes us to board and room 2 men, we will 
do so st 0J.OO per day per man.

RW/os
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PICKLANDS MATHER tc CO. 

700 Sellwood Building 

DULUTH 2, MINNESOTA

October 7, 1952

Ore Mining Department
A.D. Chisholm, 
General Manager

Dr. M.W. Bartley 
Dominion Bank Building 
Port Arthur, Ontario

Dear Dr. Bartley?

Confirming our conversations of last week, we have decided to go 
ahead with the preliminary drilling on the Gunflint to the extent of 7 or 
8 holes totaling 2000 1 to 25000" of drilling. We are satisfied with the 
bid submitted by Boylee Bros., and you are authorized to award them the 
job on contract with yourself acting as principal.

We understand that the price for the first 2000' will be $4.20 
plus certain extras, but that all footage in excess of 2000 1 and up to 
4000' will be at a price of }5*80, the 40^ reduction being the amount of 
the moving-in-and-out charge which iB covered in the price for the first 
2000 1 . We also understand that Boyles Bros, will take sludge samples for 
each 5" of drilling so that we will have some kind of a sample regardless 
of core recovery.

We also understand that you will have someone on the job watching 
this drilling and seeing that the samples are properly recovered and prop 
erly tagged. The entire cores should be shipped to Mr. DeVaney at Hibbing 
without being split in the field. The matter of shipment of sludge samples 
will have to be decided on the basis of experience in core recovery.

Very truly yours, 

PICKLAND3 MATHER 6 COMPANY

By.

LMS/ea L.M. SOOP1ELD
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